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These release notes outline  installation and implementation considerations for 
the Universal Records Manager (URM) Adapter for Content Server version 10g 
Release 3 (10.1.3.3.2).

1 Installation Considerations
Refer to the Universal Records Manager Adapter for Content Server Administration 
Guide for system requirements and instructions on installing the URM Adapter 
for Content Server. The following special considerations should be taken into 
account when using URM Adapter for Content Server 10g Release 3 (10.1.3.3.2): 

Compatibility with Content Server 10gR3
This URM Adapter for Content Server version is designed to work seamlessly 
with Content Server 10gR3 (10.1.3.3.2).  Content Server 10gR3 (10.1.3.3.2) must be 
installed and functioning correctly before you can install the URM Adapter for 
Content Server 10gR3 software.

Admin Rights Required to Configure Profiles 
The Content Server Admin right is required to perform configure Retention 
Category, Record Folder, or Physical Records Profiles. This right is not assigned 
by default to any role and must be assigned before the Profiles configuration 
options appear on any menu.

Time Zone
You should not modify the Time Zone of the machine where the URM Adapter 
for Content Server has been installed. You may change the Time Zone prior to 
installing the URM Adapter or running batch processes.

2 Issues Not Noted in Documentation

Metadata History Action is Not Listed in the Retention Schedule Menu
The Metadata History option is not listed in the Action menu of a Category in the 
Retention Schedule  Menu.  This feature is not available on the server where 
URM Adapter for Content Server is installed.

Multibyte Characters Not Allowed in Custom Metadata Field Names
You may customize the Adapter by creating custom metadata fields using the 
Configuration Manager.  The metadata field names may not contain Multibyte 
characters, as errors or data loss could occur.
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Only Obtain Content Items with Lifecycle Attached
The URM Adapter for Content Server has been modified to upload only content 
items with lifecycle attached.   You may set the following variable setting on the 
Adapter if you want all content items to upload to URM, even if a lifecycle is not 
attached:

UrmAgentUpdateAllContent=true

It is recommended that you set Content Server configuration variables using 
Admin Server.  However, Content Server variables can also be set by editing the 
config.cfg file located in the <install_dir>/config directory.
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